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In this papee 1 want to consider whether Chicana/ 

o Iiterature will follow the path of ethnic lilerature 

and move from being an addition lO US nalianal 

Iiterature ("American" literature) lo rewriting itself as part of 

mainstream nat ianal literature. In th e ea rl y decades of the 

twentieth century many different voices found articulation in 

US novels, and though many of these books (such as Anzia 

Yezierska 's Bread Givers, Abraham Cahan 's Ye/d, and John 

Fante's Wa¡j Un!i! Sprillg, Bandilll) quickly went out of peint , 

they were reprinted and found new critical life as part of the 

renewed ¡nterest in US Ethnic literature in the 19805. In the 

years between their original publication and their renai ssance 

in the eighties, US discourse about immigra tion and ethnicity 

was deeply affected by both world wars. the cold war. the Bracero 

Program , the Civil Rights movement in (he sixties, and an 

increasing paranoia regarding the border with Mexico and Latin 

America . With the exception of such profitable cu ltur al 

presentations/productions as , for example, The Cotlfalhermovies 

and Garrison Keillor' s "Prairie Home Companion", I ethnicity 

* Assoc iate Professor of English at the University of Norlhem Colorado. 
"Prairie Home Companion" is a weekl y radio show usually broadcast on 
National Public Radio affil iates. The popularity ofthe show in the 1980's 
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based on European immigration has been replaced by ethnicily 

based on language and confusions of race; in other words , the 

US is so consumed by worries about Latinidad that Iri sh, Italians, 

and Germans are now part of the majority rather than additions 

lO il. The once idenlifiable literature associated with these 

immi grant groups fu sed inlO the main stream of American 

literature, unless it was specifically identified as ethnic for 

marketing purposes. Pan of this gradual movement of ethnic 

Iileratures into the mainstream was a result of assimilation effons 

in the US by Euro-ethnic peoples distancing themselves from 

the world wars in Europe. At the same time, though, many authors 

in lhe .thirties and forties were writing in and for Holl ywood , 

and the near total disappearance of Fante 's books is as attributable 

to the decline of articulation and interest in ethnicity as it is 10 
the style in which Fanle wrote. While the first "ethnic" novel s 

in the US focu sed on the pressures and dilemmas of integration 

and assimilation, and tended toward blldllllgsromoll, later "ethnic" 

authors began writing into much more popular or commercial 

genres such as Hollywood script s and detective fiction. In Ihis 

manner, ethnic literature gradually disappeared as distinctly other 

from "American" literature. 

As we move into the twenty-first century, we find Ihat Latina! 

o and Chicana!o literature is nol only a large field of literature, 
but ir is al so a Iiterature that has expanded from novel s of cultural 

and ethnic difference into a literature that has found expression 

in most literary genres we would categorize as "American ," such 

as detective novels. While Rudy Anaya 's first novel, Bless Me, 

UI/lilla, was and is one of the most important Chicano novels 

led to vanous books, one of which is Lake Wobegoll Days, by Garri son 
Keillor. The show is about a fictional town, Lake Wobegon, in Minnesota 
populated by descendants of Norwegian and Scandinavian irnrnigrants. 
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in terms of hi story and identity of the historical presence of 

Mexicans in New Mexico, his later novels have been detect ivel 

crime novels that sell well, but lack the "epiphanies of landscape" 

(Anaya's phrase) that so distinguished Bless Me, U/tima. With 

so much Iiterature in prínt, such a well-recognized academic 

field surrounding it, and so many authors ranging into popular 

genres such as detecti ve fiction and trying lO break inlO 

Hollywood, we must consider if we are agai n witnessi ng the 

process that absorbed European immi grant literature. 

In Chicano Narra/lile, Ramon Saldi var addresses the process 

of Iiterary hi story in which various literatures are combi ned or 
incorporated into the category "American" (2 15- 16). Citing late 

1980's literary historical efforts by Sacvan Bercovitch and Werner 

Sollors to reconstruct an American canon that is inclu sive, 
Saldivar problemati zes Chicano li te rature's place in such a 

process. Specifically address in g Sollors' a tlemp t to move 
" Beyo nd Ethnicity," Saldivar po ints out th e obvious: to 

acknowledge that European immigrant literature has di sappeared 

within the American canon justifies Sollors 's assertion that 

immigrants found here in the US many patteros and cultural 

values which were familiar because they preceded the waves of 

nine teenth century immigrants. In other words, much as the 

Pilgrims found Squanto greet ing them in English at Plymouth 

Rock, so too did European immigrants find an American culture 

created out of "di verse pre-A merican pasts" (Sollors 6). As 

Saldivar points out , however, problems arise when one fi gures 

in issues of race, sexuality, etc., and any move to integrate smaller 

literatures within the larger canon valori zes or fails 10 undo the 

prior structures of dominance. From this perspecti ve, Saldi var 

a rgues th a t Chi ca no literature is fundamentally co unt er 

hegemonic and must remain in such a pos ition vis-a-vis American 

literature. Saldivar's 1990 book was fundamental in shaping 
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critical debate about and around Chicano literature this past 

decade, and to a large extent Saldivar eloquently summed up 

twenty years of struggle to define Chicano literature that began 

in the 70's with sc holars such as Yernon Lattin and Luis Leal. 

Ten years later, however, Chicana Iiterature has moved well 

beyond the counter hegemonic, or at least well beyond novel s 

that so deliberately narrated cultural difference that John Rechy 

was once thought as much an interloper in Chicano literature 

as John Nichols. In fact, after the critical success of Bless Me, 

Ultima and the largely unrecognized Iyricism of Tortuga, Rudy 

Anaya turned lo much more mainstream fiction , first with 

Albllrqllerqlle, and then with a series ofnovels that many readers 

interpret as detective stories. Ditto with many other authors in 

the nineties. And yet, when we look at detective novels such as 

Michael Nava's The Burning Plain, Guy Garcia's Skin Deep, 

Manuel Ramos's The Bollad of Rocky Ruiz, and Lucha Corpi's 

fir sl Gloria Damasco novel , Eulogy lor a Brown Angel, we find 
[hat all [hese texts explicitly refer to the Civil Rights struggle 

in the sixties and the pivotal strikes, brownouts, and blowouts 

organized by Chicanos. On e could not ask for a better 

demonstration of the political unconscious of Chicanismo, even 

though these various texts concern very different aspects and 

issues within both the Chicano community and the larger US 
cornmunity as well. 

In lhis essay, I will examine two recent detective novels, 

Rolando Hinojosa's Ask a Policemall and Lucha Corpi's Cactus 

Blood. 1 wi ll argue that in these two novels we can distinguish 

a regional di stinc tion , difference , (specifically Texas vs. 

California) that is familiar in Chicana/o Iiterature in general. 

Given the different colonial histories of the various states that 

were carved out of northero Mexico, only in New Mexico can 

we find communities with the long history necessary for a novel 
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such as B/ess Me, U/titIlO. Similarly, only in the Lower Valley 

of Texas can we find small towns with such rigid and yet 

amorphous ethnic and cultural boundaries that Klail City can be 

fea s ible. Each state has a parti cular hi story in term s of 

colonization, Mexicanization , and Americanization, and each 

state has produced remarkably different ChicanaJo !iterature. In 

most of the works that heavily identify with one particular region 

or state (as opposed to thoroughly urban novels), the geography 

and history of Latinidad in the region is visible. This is true in 

both the novel s 1 will address. However, because both of these 

novels are ostensibly detective novels, the manner in which the 

regions differ is dominated by the demands of the genre. In 
other words, besides making the point that these two novel s 

detail Chicano communities with vas tly different histories, 1 will 

argue that the manner in which each novelist reveals the mystery 

and sol ves the crime depends on that historical difference. 
To begin with Hinojosa, Ask a Po/iceman is a detective or 

crime novel written by one of the most prolific Chicano authors . 

In fact, Ask a Po/iceman is the second of Hinojosa's crime novels 

that focus on Rafe Buenrostro as the Chief Inspector of the Belken 

County Homicide Squad. Often labeled the Chicano Faulkner, 

Hinojosa locates all hi s novels in his fictional Belken County, 

and he peoples his novel s with the same residents of the county. 

Ask a Po/iceman is Hinojosa's fourteenth nove l, and it is 

remarkably different than his earlier works. Now Hinojosa is no 

Agatha Christie. In faet, in my Fall, 1999 Latinajo literature 

class 1 taught Ask a Po/iceman, and the students realIy seemed 

transfixed by the fact that the Chief Inspector was constantly 

sending his detectives 10 buy beer to put in the office fridge. 

Besides the beer issue, however, the novel is not so much a 

discovery of clues and a gradual revelation of the crime. Instead, 

the novel narrates the various actions of the characters, and the 
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main points of the mystery, the place s where the overall plot 

advances, are narrated by secondary characters in the novel. As 

my students said , the Ch ief Inspector was pretty lucky that 

someone co uld tell him what was going on since he wasn ' t 

di scovering too many clues on hi s own. 

In many ways, Lucha Corpi is no Agatha Christie either. Her 

detective, Glori a Damasco, is unwilling at best, a woman pulled 

into a decades-Iong mystery in her first novel, Eulogy foro Brown 

Allgel. In that novel, Gloria does indeed look for cl ues and try 

to imagine the crime, motives, etc. But she is aided through her 

adventure by her psychic senses, by visions that reveal much 

of the mystery. Additionall y, Corpi's firsl mystery ends in the 

death of Gloria 's close friend Luisa, and that death is the driving 

force behind Gloria 's involvement in the second mystery novel , 

Cactus Blood. Onl y in the third and latest of Corpi's Gloria 

Damasco novel s, BlocK Widow's Wardrobe, does the protagonist 

have an office and a professional career as detective. In Cactus 

Blood, as in Ask a Policeman, much of the mystery is revealed 

in the narratives of secondary characters. 

I focus on the shared feature that both novels narrate or resolve 

the mys tery through narratives of secondary characters for a 

specific reason. Clearly, it is a major problem. In the case of 

Hinojosa, much of the mystery is revealed by two Mexican hit 

men who are questioned quite sternly by a female Director of 

Publi c Order. In other words, the novel moves back and forth 

across the Rio Grande in the lower va lley of Texas, and the 

biggest break in the case occurs when two dangerous criminal s 

are apprehended in Mexico and questioned there, and they both 

spill their guts and cough up details of the story our detectives 

were clearl y not about to di scover if left to their own devices. 

Lucha Corpi emp loys a similar strateg y in Cactus Blood; 

specifically, al lhe end of the novel when the primary criminal 
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is disarmed and facing arrest, she, the c riminal. fills in all Ihe 

missing details of the mystery, which clearly the gang of de

tectives in the novel had hule chance of discovering (though 

they had a better chance than the Belken county cops). Obviously. 

sorne could inte rpret this as a serious flaw in both novels, and 

many of my students were quick to jump to such a conclusion. 

Rather [han fault the novels, however, it is precisely in these 

oddities of the texts that we can begin to locate the geographies 

of the novel s and the Chicanos who populate them. Hinojosa's 

novel is about the drug-trade and its influence in a com munity 

where Mexicans and Anglos have lived together in varying states 

of cooperation , antagonism, and marital relationship for almost 

two hundred years. As in all his previous novels. the characte rs 

in Belken county are truly characters. people well known to 

Hinojosa's readers, and well known to eac h other through family 

ties and a community memory in which crossings over national 

and other borders are better documented and cataloged than in 

the record s of the INS . As one would expect, the local INS 

official s are part of the cornmunity, but when the Washington 

officials appear, regionali sms quickly arise that demonstrate the 

incompetence of the national bureaucracy when compared to the 

Belken county community. In fact , by focusing on the drug trade, 

Hinojosa changes one of his major rnotifs. In his previous novels, 

Hinojosa contrasted Belken county to larger, national issues to 

sharpen his imaginary community and the ties that bind the people 

there. It is a very southwestern attitude, a combination of western 

independence and cornmunity arrogance that those of us born 

in New Mexico and Texas know all too well. But in hi s previous 

novels, Hinojosa used the Korean conflict and Rafe Buenrost ro 's 

participati on in that war as a way to contrast the smaller 

community to larger issues. In Ask o Policemoll, however, 

Hinojosa replaces Korea with the drug trade. Not surprisingly, 
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as he invokes the drug trade, he simuhaneously invokes the issue 

of iIlegal immigration, and through this association he iIlustrates 

that the national perspective is blind when compared to the local. 

In terms of a geography of the novel, it is the presence of 

the border with Mexico in the novel that makes it so distinctly 

Lower Valley. The novel begins with ajailbreak and radar-evading 

flight across the US border. When the Belken cops finally enter 
the novel , they too eros s the border to coIlaborate with their 

good friend, a woman who went to school with the Chief Ins

pector and who is now the Director of Public Order in the 

community that mirrors Klail City across the Rio Grande. And, 

obviously, she mirrors the Chief Inspector. Her ability to work 

across the national boundary, as well as the main bad-guy's ability 

to similarly work across the border, is a result of trans-border 

schooling, which, again, is a very regional , specific issue. This 

pattern of cooperation, communication, and collaboration across 

the Rio Grande is as old as non-Indian residents of the Lower 

Valley. When Mexico fir st invited German, Czech, and 

Southerners such as the Austin family into Nuevo Santander to 

settle a wild land, a pattern emerged of a people who lived 

between two nations, a people who lived far from the prevailing 

nalional interests and discussions of both the US and Mexico. 

As Texas became, well, itself, various incidents occurred which 

reinforced the independence of the region for both Anglos and 

Tejanos. Among the Tejano or Texas-Mexican community, there 

were various "heros" whose acts were recorded in Corridos, from 

Gregorio Cortez, who evaded a posse of over one hundred 
Rangers, 10 Catarino Garza, who marshaled a small force and 

rode across the border into Mexico in an attempt to overthrown 

the Diaz regime. 2 Clearly the nolion of a poraus border was not 

2 There were many uprisings against the Mexican government that began 
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invented by the advocates of globalization, and such a "new" 

concept when presented in the Lower Valley is simply redundant. 

What Hinojosa has managed in Ask a Po/iceman is lO translate 
a national issue into a Belken county story. Currently the flip 

along the lower Rio Grande. In 1838, Ant6nío Canales, a Monterrey 
lawyer, led an uprisíng ín an auempt to fonn a Republ ic of the Río Gran
de. and Santa Anna 's tTOOpS battled local rancheros until 1840 (Paredes 
133). In 185 1. José M. Carvajal led a revolt that sought to declare 
Tamaulipas the Sierra Madre Republi c. The "announced a plan of 
constitutional refonns, the reduction of import duties, and demanded the 
withdrawal of the Federal army from the north" (Schwartz 133). They 
received support from residents on both sides of Ihe Rio Grande, and the 
revolution lasted until 1853. 
On the northem side ofthe Rio Grande, corridos lell the stones of various 
"heroes" who also rebelled, although in these cases against both US 1aw 
and central Mexican authority. Juan Cortina briefly occupied Brownsv ille, 
Texas, in 1859 and won a few engagements with US troops before he 
fled across the border. But Cortina was not safe across Ihat border. When 
Porfirio Díaz carne to power in 1877, he was commiued to co-operation 
wim the United States, from whose southern borders would come any 
successful uprising against his power. He was, therefore. eager to help 
pacify the Border. He withdrew Cortina to Mexico City and kept him a 
prisoner for the rest of Cortina's life (Paredes 135). 
The Díaz regime changed (he nature of me Rio Grande as a border and 
the sanctuary offered by Mexican soil. Pa, edes explai ns Ihat Díaz began 
hi s career from Brownsville. so he was very conscious of the border and 
the instabi li ty it could creale for hi s govemment. In 1877. to Tejanos who 
were charged with murder were broken out of jai l and di sappeared across 
the border. The Rangers demanded the extradition of both the prisoners 
and the others who assisted their escape. Paredes writes that Tamaulipas 
Govemor Servando Canales. a staunch Díaz supporter but a Border mano 
refused to obey Díaz's order to comply with the demand for extradition. 
Three of the men were somehow tumed over to the Rangers. and Border 
sentiment against Díaz grew bitter. Díaz senl regular troops against Ca
nales, bul these joined Canales's forces when they reached the Border. 
For a while, Díaz's monlhs-old dictatorship was in danger (136). 
And finally, in 1890 a newspaper editor from Eagle Pass. Corpus Chri sli. 
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side of NAFTA's open econornic borders is the rnililarization of 

the border, and the paranoia surrounding our "nationallanguage" 

and ill egal irnmi gratio n is usuall y confla ted with very real 

concerns about the drug trade and its attendant violence. When 

we locali ze these national discourses into a story which is set 

in a commun ity that has been living astraddle the border fo r 

more than a century, we should expect changes in how the story 

is told. For example, a good part of lhe end of the novel foc uses 

on a pair of twins whose parentage and history as youths are 

central to the resolution of the mystery. To obtain Ihis inforrnation, 

the Chief Inspec tor asks his aunt , c1earl y a source of information 

that is nol avai lable outside the comrnunity, or even the immedi ate 

fa mily. The geography of lhe novel, then, is very local and very 

centered on the trans-border communities of the Lower Valley 

in Texas. Was this myste ry resolved by good detec tive/police 

work , ¡og ic, and so urces o f in fo rmati on nOI based in the 

commu nity, thi s novel could have occ urred anywhere. 

The geography of Cae/lIS Blood is quite differen!. Set in 

Cali fo rnia, this story does not cross national borders, nor does 

it foc us on long community memories and bonds of obligation 

and fr iendship establi shed through generations. Rather, this novel 

is much Iike Califas, an urban odyssey thal collec ts various people 

with varying degrees of shared interes ts and famili arit y, and it 

pools them together in an attempt 10 solve the murder of one 

of their own. This is nOI 10 say that Gloria Oamasco's partners 

in thi s slOry are strangers; ralher, lhey are all old acquaintances 

and Palito Blanco named Catarino Garza marshalled a group of men and 
sel oul across Ihe border lO overthrow Ihe Díaz regime. Defeated by 
Mexican anny Iroops, they retumed lO Texas lo resupply, and were mel 
al Ihe border by Texas Rangers and US troops, senl there by the US 
govemment al Ihe request of Ihe Mexican govemmenl (DeLeon 93). 
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from the civil rights struggle of the sixties, after which they 

went thei r separate ways. One of their members is murdered, 

and Gloria and the others pool resources, cooperate to varying 

degrees, and a ll manage to converge al the moment and pl ace 

that allows them to both catch the killer and li sten to the narrated 

resolution of the mystery. There are epi sodes in the novel that 

remind the reader that the characters are Latino, such as when 

seeking information they approach wealthy older residents o f 

a house and are immedialely perce ived to be domestic help 

seeking employmenl. 

Clearly, a major aspect of this novel is that issues stemming 

from the civil rights struggJe by Chicanos in the sixties must 

be resolved by Chicanos in the nineties. The police are simply 

not inte rested in working through lhe details of the mystery in 

the book. And thi s mirror s th e gene ra l c ultura l lrend to 

immortalize the sixties as a c ivil ri ghts struggle of Afr ican 

Americans and forget and exclude the Chicano and other peoples' 

participation . It also very much mirrors the development of 

California and the Chicano experience there. The mystery which 

mu st be so l ved is dependent o n the strike s in the DeJ an o 

vineyards; al the scene of the first murder our sleuths discover 

a video of the Delano slrike, and the video contains both the 

elue lo motive and suspect, and it reminds them of their past 

associations and obliga tions and thus beco mes lhe glue thal binds 

them in their current endeavor. In other words, (he novel brings 

together Californians in lhe nine ties who had aJl pUl the sixties 

and seventies behind them, and then the novel reminds them of 

the ir shared history and forces them 10 work through (hose old 

obligations in the face of overwhelming neg lect and reasure by 

both (he broader cu lture and a local, Chicano culture intenl on 

urbanizat ion and cultura l commodification . 

The geography of Ca.cltls B/ood, (hen, is nOI so much spati al 
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as chronological. The characters are still in the same physicaJ 

spaces, spaces created not through centuries of history and 

borderland status between the US and Mexico. But the physical 

spaces have nevertheless been deeply affected by cultural memory 

and signification. To the generat ion of Chicanos from the sixties 

and seventies, Delano was a name synonymous with brilliant 

success in the face of overwhelming odds; the strikes and César 

Chávez and the anonymous workers all represented the history 

of Chicanos in California, and while the students were marching 

out of schools and the Los Angeles police were going postal on 
families picnicking in parks, Delano represented a moment where 

simple human dignity was achieved without the blare of media 

and the National Guard. Today. Delano tends to mean nothing 

to young Chicanos, and in fact it represents a historical 

perspective that is either slipping away or is one of the chief 

arguments for implementing Chicano studies in high school 
curricula. Either way, when al the end of the novel Corpi has 

her villain narrate the mystery to the sleuths as a reminder of 

everything that went wrong since Delano, she is al so lecturing 

the reader about thal slippage of memory, about that loss of 

signification. At that moment both Gloria Damasco novels lhen 

come together as a recovery of those memories and their 

importance in the world of California in the nineties. 

In conclusion, it is evident that in recent detective fiction 

such as the novels aboye, we find mainst ream Chicana/o authors 

(i.e. authors frequently taught in the academy) attempting to 

art iculate cultural difference in an unfamiliar genre. The detec· 

tive novel is a demanding genre in that there have been and are 
many outstanding mystery wrÍlers and a very enthusiastic amateur 

and critical readership . When an author cannot quite resolve the 

mystery within the body of the investigation , the novel seems 

10 go awry of the genre. But 10 argue that Hinojosa and Corpi 
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are simpl y poor mystery writers is to argue that they are 

attempting to write or ass imilate their work into a popular genre, 
and this is too simplistic a reading of thei r work . On the other 

hand, 1 would not argue that this is a case of Chicano authors 

trying to appropriate a genre and change the genre lo tell or 

illustrate Chicana/o issues. Rather, that Chicanos return to the 

defining community geographies and the Civil Right struggle as 

fundamental to identity indicates that one mystery provokes 

another, that in try ing 10 solve a contemporary mystery, Chicanos 

mu sl s imultaneously enco unter the mys tery o f the ir own 

articulati on within the US community, and that mys teri ous 

articulation is historically and geographicall y specific. From thi s 

perspective, Sollors' asse rtion looms large: Chicanos have found 

a popular genre that allows them 10 encounter the multiple layers 

of mystery and dissimilation that surround their identity in the 

US , and much as the European immigrants found their arrival 

already foreshadowed in the US, Chicano authors mov ing into 

other genres o f writin g fo und their idenlity cri ses alread y 
foreshadowed in detective fic tion. What we see is the familiarity 

these authors find in a popul ar genre. What these authors find 
is that the story of Chicanismalo has always been a detective 

story. 
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